Score a 1 for each item you have completed. Total at the bottom of the page.

1. ____ Attend PreLaw 101: Understand the key pieces of a law school application, law school preparation timeline including when to apply and when to take the LSAT, etc…
2. ____ Meet with the PreLaw Program Coordinator at the PreLaw monthly roundtables
3. ____ Understand the difference between LSAC, LSAT, and CAS (Credential Assembly Service)
4. ____ Register for your FREE account with LSAC (www.lsac.org)
5. ____ Begin building and sustaining connections with professors/employers/etc. who you will later ask to write Letters of Recommendation
6. ____ Take a mock LSAT test, and take several more over the years!
7. ____ Create your study plan (and timeline) for LSAT preparation
8. ____ Research law schools, and select between 4 and 10 law schools to apply to
9. ____ Understand the important characteristics of the Personal Statement and write your first draft
10. ____ Submit an initial draft of your Resume to University Career Services for review
11. ____ Contact at least 3 possible Letters of Recommendation writers
12. ____ Register to take the official LSAT exam ($136)
13. ____ Register for your Credential Assembly Service account ($124)
14. ____ Take the official LSAT exam, usually in February or June of Junior year
15. ____ Have submitted all Letters of Recommendation to LSAC’s Credential Assembly Service
16. ____ Complete and upload your Personal Statement – minimum of 3 re-writes after it has been reviewed by 3 different people and the Writing Center
17. ____ Complete and upload your Resume – after it has been revised by at least 2 different people and University Career Services
18. ____ Learn about Financing Law School and complete a financial health self-assessment
19. ____ Complete and submit your application(s) for admission
20. ____ Complete FAFSA for your law school year
21. ____ Research outside scholarships

= Current Total, Today’s date: ________

= My Goal, by date: ________

Name: ___________________________         R#:_________________     Phone Number:_________________